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JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN PHYSICS
programme Outcomes (pOs)

The present course is aimed to prepare the students for teaching and research in the
modern
of Physics. The course is so tailored thai it provides on one hand the
basic understanding of the emerging areas of physics and on the bth., it luy. emphasis on
their application in research and technology. The faculty members are alst committed to
addresse the needs of individual student and encourage them to develop their potential
to
contribute in the development ofNation.
and. chalienging areas

Our distinguishing features are:

)
)
)

Developing acquaintance in the current areas ofresearch
Transferring Computational knowledge based on density functional theory.
Transferring experimental knolvledge related to synthesis and characterization
materials

oi

Prograrnme Specific Outcomes (PSOs)

lhe pass out students

)
)
)
)
)
)

Acquire ability to design mathematical thought to solve even basic problems.
Acquire ability for mathematical ability to implement new ideas.
Acquire global level research opportunities for doctoral and post-dcctcral studies.
May utilize their true potential to qualifying NET/GATE/SLET for future academic
contribution.
Nlay utilize their true potential to pass state civii services and other competitive
examinations.
Acquire ability to engage themselves to transfer their knowledge in the broadest
context of socio-technological changes.
After the award of Ph.D. degree
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M. Sc. Physics CBCS Syllabus Session (July 2al9- Juae 2021) (Only for SOS)

@

First Semester (July - December 2019)
Note: Each course shall be of 100 Marks out of which 40 marks are allotted to internal
assessulent and 60 marks for University examination.

Clc'dits

PT _

101

Unit-l
Unit - II
Unit - Iil
Unit - IV

PT 102
I
Unit Il
Unit lll
Unit - IV
Unit-

llxanr-

METHODS IN MATHEN,IATICAL PHYSICS

Unit Il
Unit Unit -

lll
IV

10

60

40

60

40

d)

40

60
6i)

Tensor Analysis
Elements ofComplex Variable
Theory ofFourier and l,aplace Transforms
Special Functions

CLASSICAL MECHANICS
Lagrangian Mechanics
Vaiiational Principle
Two body central lorce problem and scattering
Oscillations

PT - 1O-1
OPTICS
Unit - l

l\1a-riurum marks
internal
l-lni.

ELECTROMAGNETISM

&

NON-LII]E.AR

Maxlvell Equations and their applications
Electromagnetic Wave in Isotropic Medium
Electromagnetic Wave lnteractions
Nonlinear Optics

I04 SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS
I
Biasing Techniques And Linear.Amplitier
II
Power Amplifier.And Oscillators
Lnii - lll
Wave Shapins Cilcuils
Unit - Masics
of Dilferential and Operarionai Ampiitier.s
PT_

Unit Unit -

LABORATORY COURSES

- I05 General LahPl 106 Physics Lab.
PS - 107 Seminar bqsed on experiments/
PA 108 Assignmeot *
PV - 109 Comprehensive viva-voce
PL

40

theory

100

I

*

l.

om]

I

100

l

100
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Report based on contributions dur.ing social activitl. itr carnpLrs
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PT _

IO1

METI{ODS IN ItrATHEMATICAL PHYSICS
Max. Marks: 40 (internal) + 60 (University Examination)
Pass Marks: I4 (intemal) + 2l (University Examination)

Course Outcomes:

After learning this paper student v,ill be

D

able to define general tensor, state quotient law and Christoffel symbols

)

able to dffirentiate a fr.tnction of complex variable, witl be familiar with contoto"
integration, expansion of a complex function and evaluation of residue at a pole

) familiar with Fourier and Laplace transformations ond their applications
Y to obtain series solfiion of dffirential equation ond v,ill be famitiar with Legendre
ond Hernite po lynontial.s

Unit-I

Tensor Analysis
Detlnition of rensor and its rank, Transformation larvs of covariant, contravariant and
mixed tensors, Fundamental Opelations rvith tensor.s (addition, subtraction and
multiplication), Inner and oLrter product, Contraction of tensors, Associated tensors,
ChristofTel symbols, covariant difTerentiation of tensor

Unit - II Elements of Complex Variable
Functions of a complex variable, the derivative and the cauchy-Rienrann dilferential
equations, line integrals of cornpler functions, Cauchy's integral theorem, Cauchy,s rntegral
formula, Taylor's series, Laurent's series. residues; Cauchy,s residue theorem, singular
points of an analytic function, evaluation of residues, Jordon-Lemma, evaluation of definite
integrals..

Unit - III Theory ofFourier and Laplace Transforms
Fourier series analysis, evaluation of constants, Fourier sine, cosine aud contplex
transforms. transforms of derivatives, ConvolLrtion theorem. parseval,s r.elation,
Momentum representation: Examples fiom optics, Electromagnetisrn and quantum
mechanics, Laplace transforms(LT) of simple tirnction and derivatives, LT and solution of
simple diflbrential equations, convolution theorem.
Unit - IV Special Functions
Singularity structure of a general second order homogeneous differential equation :
ordinary points. regular and irregular points, indicial equation, The point at infinity, Series
expansion method for solving diflerential equations, series solutions, cenerating functions
and rccurrence relations and orlhogonality of Legendre and Hermite polynomials

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Applied Mathematics for Engineers and Physicist: pipes
Mathematical Physics: Harper
AdvancedEngineeringMathematics:Kreyszig
Schaum Series lor Transforms, Complex Variables and Tensors
Mathematical Methods: Artken
Elements of Complex variables: Churchill
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@

CLASSiCAL NIECI{ANICS
Max. Marks: 40 (internal) + 60 (University Examination)
Pass Marks: 14 (internal) + 21 (University Examination)

Coursc Outcomes:
A,{ter learning this paper student utill be

D familiar tvith the application

)
>

of Lagrangion fornn{lotion

fantiliar vtith the variational principle, centralforce problem, virial theorem
familiar y,ith ,tmoll oscillations and trctnsition.fr"otn o discrete to a continuou:i systenl

Unit-I

LagrangianMechanics

Mechanics of a parlicle. Mechanics of a s;,stenr of particles, Constraints, Generalised
coordinates, De Alemberl's principle and Lagrangian equations, Lagrangian for a charged
partcle in an electromagnetic field, application of Lagrangian formulation to (a) single
padicle in space, (b) Atwood's machine.

Unit

- II

Variational Principle

Harnilton's principle. some techniques of the calcLrlus of variation, application to (a)
geodesics in a plane (b) rninimum surface olrevolution, Derivation of Lagrange's equation
frorn Harnilton's principle, Conservation larvs and corresponding symmetry principles
Unit

- III

Trvo body central force problem and scattering

Reduction of two bod;, central force problem to the equivalent one body problem, The
equation of rnotion and the first integrals, Classification of orbits. the virial theorem, the
Kepler problem, scattering in a central force field, RLrtherfor.d scattering, transformation of
the scattering problem to laboratory coordinates.

Unit

- IV

Small oscillations

Fonxulat;on of the problelr. the eigen value equation, frequencies of l.ree vibration, fi.ee
vibration of a linear tri atomic molecule, transition from a discrete to a continuous system,
the Lagrangian lotrulation for contintLous system.
Hamilton equations of motion, Hamilton's equation frorn variational principle, equation of
canonical transforrnation
BOOKS RECOMMENDED

1.
2.

ClassicalMechanics:Goldstein.
Classical Mechanics: Takrvale
*,,"
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ELECTROMAGNETISM AND NON-LINEAR OPTICS
Max. Marks: 40 (internal) + 60 (University Exanrination)
Pass Marks: l4 (internal) + 2i (University Exarninationj

103

Course Outcomes:
After learning this poper shdent will be

D farniliar v'ith McLtvefl's equation.s antr v,il be abre to obtain sortiions
problems with the help of )ulam,ell's eErutions

of various

.

)

able to differentiate isotropic antl non isotropic mediums.

Y familiar
Unit

-I

with the non-linear optics

Application of Maxrvell Equations

Maxlvell's equatiou. Field energy, poynting theorem, plane rvave solution
of Maxrve 's
of dierectrics. porarization b'
reflection and totai internal reflection, Wives in a coniucti,g ,";i,;
R;fl.J;;'r;;
refraction by the ionosphere.
equations, Reflection and Refraction at a prane boundary

Unit * II
.l,lectromagnetic Waves in Anisotropic Medium
The dielectric tensor of an anisotropic medi,rn, stiuctr"rre of a monochromatic
prane r.vave
in an anisotropic mediurn: The phase velocity and the ray verocity,
Fresner,s rormurae for
the propagation of E.M. wave in crystals, deometrical constructions lor
detenrining the
velocities of propagation a*d directions of vibrations, opticar properties
or uniaxiaiana
biaxial crystals: The opticar classification of crystars, E.M. wave propagation
in Lrniaxiar

crystals.

Unit - III

El€ctroniagnetic Waye lnteractions

E.M. wave propagation in biaxial crystals Refiaction in crystals:
double refiaction, interna1
and external conical refi'action, experimentar demonstiation of do,bre
refiaciion unJ
conical refrafiion. Acoustic-optic interaction: Raman-Nath theory
of urtrasonic dirfi.action
or-L ivr. waves. nragneto-optic interaction: Faraday efrect, Electro-optic
inreraction: Ken.
effect, interaction $,ith matter: (a) nonnal and anomalous dispersion (b)
Rayl;l;;

scattering.

Unit -IV Nonlinear Optics
Noniinear optical rnedia, Second order nonrinear optics Second
harmonic and rectification,
The electro-optics effect, Three-wave mixing, Third orcler nonlinear
optics, Thi,.d hor;;;;i;
generation and selfpulse modulation, four wive *i"ing,
opticul pulse conjirgation
Books Recornmended

l.

Introduction of electr.oclynamics: Griftith

2. Foundation of electromagnetic Theory: Reitz, Millford and Christy.
3. Electromagnetic tvaves and radiation sl,stems: Jordan and ball ntan
4. Classical electrodynamics: Jackson
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SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRO\ICS
M-ax. Marks: 40 (internal)
Pass

-

Marks: l4 (internal) +

Course Outcomes:

60 (University Examination)
Examination)

2l (University

After leorning this poper shtdent will be

F
F

able to analyze various electronic circuits.
Familiar with porrer arnplifier and RC oscillators

Unit-I

Biasing Techniques and Linear Amplifier

continuity equation and its application to p-n junction under forward and reverse
bias.
Solution of Contin,itl, equation for reversed and forrvard biased abrupt p_n
.irr.;;;,
Derivation of Einstein's equation, Load rine for a transistor, Location oi: q-po;nt
tor ttie
bipolar t.ansistor, variation ofbias current, Fixed and emitter fbedback uirr, il"rign
;a"u'oi'
emitter feed-back bias, Stabirity index, Stabirization against variation i, r.o,
fr.
ura I
(beeta). RC coupled CE amplifier, its freqLiency .e.pon.. a,d gain
frequency pio1, Cu;,
band product,

Unit - II
Porver Amplifier and Oscillators
operating conditions for power araplifier, power relations. The icleal transformer.
voltase
Iirnitations of the transformer, non-rinear distortion, rclea of inter-rroa,,totion
iirio",t'r"oi,
-oi.
The__class A power amplifier, The push-pull amplifier, Feedback
,"qui..,r.nt,
'colpitt
oscillations, Basic oscillator anal,vsis. I{artliy and
oscillators. piero-electric,
lrequency control , RC oscillators.
Unit

- lII

Wave Shaping Circuits

Linear rvave shaping, High pass RC circuit, High pass RC ci.cuit
as a differentiator, Low
pass R.C circuit, Lolv pass RC circ,it as a integrator, Nor.r-linear
rvave shaping, Shunt diode
clippe' end series diode crippers, Doubre
p-n -lunction and zerier-diode cripper
"rd"dlever cramping.
circuits, clamping. circuits, Zero rever and given
Fundamentars of rotiage
and
swelef
generators, slveep rvave fbrms, Miller i,tegrating ,*""p
.current
.i."riir,
Blocking and Triggered transistor blocking oscillator

IV Basics of Differential antl Operational Amplifiers
Di1'ferential amplifier, Differential amplifiei cir.cLrit configuration,
Duar input balanced
output differential arnplifier, voltage gain, differential inpul resistance,
inueiing
invefiing inputs. common mode rejection .atio, operational arnplifier,
i"put orrr-.r";J;;;:
rortug.,
input oftset c,l'rents, input bias currents, differential input ,"iirtun.",
irput cupacitarrS",
offset voltage supply, rejection ratio. Ideal Op Amp, equivalent
circuit
Opi,np, ia."i
voltage transfer curve, inverting, duar and non-inveriing amprifier. "i",
measurement';f ot
Amp parameters, frequency response
Unit-

BOOKS RECOMMENDED
l. Electronics Fundamentals anrl Application: J.D. Ryder
2. Solid State Electronic Devices: B.b.Streetman
3. Electronic Principals: Malvino
{. Principals ol'Microrr ave: At\ aner
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II

Sentester (January - JtLne 2020)

Note: Each course shall be of 100 Marks out of rvhich 40 marks are allotted to inter.nal
assessment and 60 marks for Universitv examination.

Credits

PT

l\[aximunr narks

InternJl

201 CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS AND

ANTENNAE PI{YSICS

I

Uni. Exam.

40

6t)

;t0

6t)

Ln{lT-I DipoleRadiation
UNIT - II
Radiation From A Point Charge
UNIT - III
Single Pa(icle Theory and Wave propagation
UNIT - Mntenna paJterns
PT

- 202 Non-Relativistic

Unit

-I

Fundamentals

Unit - ll
Unit - III
Unit - lV

Three-dimensional Systems
Matrix Theory
Approximation Methods

PT 203 Basic

Unit-l
Unit- II
Unit - III
Unit - IV
pr -

Elelnent,s

PL-205
PL 206
PS - 207
PA - 208
PY - 299

Ol'Solid Stnte phvsics

60

CrystalStructure
Lattice Dynamics and Thermal properties
Electronic Energv Bands
Elenrents ofSemiconductor phvsics

204 NUMERICaT_

Unit-l
Unit II
Unit III
Unit IV

Quantum M€chanics

col,tpure'rrbNl

t_

wrertrous

.10

60

Numelicalsolutionsoinon-linearequation
Least Square Fits and Error.Analysis

Intcrpolation and Numerical Integfaticn
Solution ofDifferential Equations
Ceneral Lab.

Electronics Lab.
Seminar based on experiments/ theorl
Assignment related to following topics*
Comprehensive viva-voce

I

40

60

40

60

100

I

100

4

r00
T

Total

*Repoft based

on

minirnurn fifteen days pa iciparion

Jirvaji University, Grvalior.

24
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.

PT_2OI CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS, PLASMA ANDANTENNAE PHYSICS
N,tax. N,larks: 40 (internal) + 60 (University Exantjnation)
Pass Marks: 14 (int€mal) + 21 (Universit-y- Examination)

Course outcomes:
After learning this poper shtdent vtill be

) Familiar with the ternls relatetl to radiationfrom a single particle.
D Fomiliar t!ith thc theory of\tave propagotion.
I Able to use different t),*pe oJ-antenna for dilferent plrposes.
UNIT-I

DipoleRadiation

Maxwell's eqmtions in tenns of scalar and vector potential, Gar.lge transformations: Lorentz garige
and Coulomb gauge, Retarded potentials, Radiation from oscillating electric and rnagnetic clipol"es
rvith simple applications.

UNIT -

It

Radiation fronr a Point Charge

- wiechart potentials, Fields due to point charge in unifbrm and accelerated rnotions.
Power radiated by a point charge (in non relativistic lirnit), Radiation reactlon: Abraharn [-orentz
formula. Physical origin ofthe radiation rea,ction.
Lienard

UNIT - III Single Particle Theory & Wave proplgation
H1,dro magnetic description of plasma, Hldro nragnetic waves, Magneto sonic and Alfi,en waves.
Motion of charged particle in Electlic Magnetic E anci B fields, Gravitational field- tirne varvins
fields, Phase velocitv, Group velocitl, cutoff and resonance for electromagneti" ,uuu" propogotin!

palallel and perpendicular to the rnagnetic field,

UNIT - IV Antenna Arrays
Trvo elernent ara),, Horizontal pattern in bloadcast arfay, Linear anay, Multiplication of patterns,
Binornial arravs. Antenna gain, Effective area. Antenna terminal Impedance. Idea of super directive
arrays, Radiation lrom current sheet.
Books Recommended:

L
2.
3.

Classical Electrodynamics by J.D. Jakson
E.M. Waves and Radiating systems by Jor<ien and Ballman
Introduction to Classical Electrodynatnics by Griffth
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PT

@l

_242

NOITITELATIVISTIC QUANTUM MECHANICS

Y"i:
Course outcomes:
A,fter learning this paper sndent

I

Unit

il[]:::iltllt

i?

lu;ffi:iii Bx:ili::ii::l

be

Familiar with

D

7
)

vill

I[f

the ftLndamentals of quantum mechanics.
Able to astply quantum mechanics tofind solfiion of problenx in 3-D.
Fantiliarwith the matrix formt lation ofquanlum mechanics.
Able to apply approximations to obtain quantum mechanical solution.g.

-I

Fundanrentals

Corresponclerce principle. Conrplcmentarity, Uncertainty, Schrodinger u,ave equation, Separation

of the lime dependent

wave equation, Eigenfunctions ancl eigenvalues, Stationary

states,

Probabilitl' density. Nolrnalisatiol1, Expectation vahre. Ehrenf'est's theorem, l-ree particle solulion,
Boundary and Continuity conditions, One-dimensional step potential (finite ancl infinite)- particle
in a one-dimensional square potential rveli (finite and infinite), The rcctangular potential barier,
parity of rvave flrnction. Orthonormality, Schmidt orthogonalization, Schwarz inequality, Linear
harmonic oscillator. Dl,namical variables as operators, Hermitian opelators and theii properties.

Unit -

ll

Th ree-d imensional Systems
inensional box, The Lairac delta-func'iion, . cenirai iorce problem in tirrec
dimensions. Separation of tlre rvave equation. Bound states in a three-dirnensional square potential

Particle in a

rhree-d

rvell, SolLrtion fo[ 1:a/, Interiol and exterior solutions for arbitrary ,/,, The hvdrogen atom rvave
functions, Energv levels, Degeneracy E,elgi eigenvalues of a three-dinrensional harmonic
oscillator. Energl, eigenvalLres of (a) plane |igid rotator (b) 3-D rigid rotator. partiai \\,ave
expansion of a lree particle wave function. angular momentLtm operators. orbital angr.rlar
mome tum, Conlmutation relations, Eigenfrinctions and Eigenvalues of L, and t_,
Unit -

III

Matrix Theory

Hilbe. Space, Linear Vector Space. dimensions and basis. oDerators. commutator

alsebra-

derivatiott ofu;tceitaini), ielation throrrglt operators. po5tulares ot-quantum mechanics.
Matrix lormtllation ol quantum theory ( reprcsentation in discrete basis) - r.natrix representation of
vec'tor and operators, Bra and Ket notations, projection operators, matrix theory of Linear harmonic
oscillator. rnatrices fol a. x, p andH
Angular momentum: Matrix lormulation ol angular rnomentum, matrices for. J2 and j" addition of

two angular molnentum.

Spin-Pauli spin matrices and theil algebra.

Unit - IV

Approxinration Methods

Fonnulation of variational approximation rnethod, application of variational method:

(l)

ground

state of helium atour. (2) Zero point energy of Sin]ple Harmonic oscillator. The wKB
approximation, Application ol wKB approxinlation: (l) connection fbrmulas for penetration
though a barrier, (2) bound energy levels in a potential well.
Books Recomrnended:
l. Intro. to qLrantum nechanics David
2. Quantum Mechanics: 1,.1. Schilf.

j Griffith

3. Quanturn l\lechanics: J.T. Powell anl1 Cr.asetnann
4. Quantum Mech. & Field Theory By " B. K. Agrawal.
5. Qirantum Meciranics A. K. Ghatak & S.Loknathan
6. Irrtro. to quantum mechanics by Pauling & Iltilson

NI. Se. Physics CBCS Syllabus Session
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-
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U 2019- June 2r2l) (Outy for SOS)

BASIC ELEMENTS OF SOLID STATE PHYSICS
N,Iax. Vlarks:40 (internal) + 60 (tlniversity Examination)
ass

course

outcomes:

Marks: 14 (internal) + 2l (llniversit! Examinatiqn)

After learning this paper student will be

I
P
D
Y
Unit

-

Familiar with yarious structures of lattice
Familiar with lattice d))namics and will be Able to calculate thernal parameters.
Able to utrite equation of states ond obtain electron energt bands.
Faniliar with the generol properties of semiconductors and their types.
|

Cn stal Structlire

A revierv of concepts of space and crystal Iattice. Primitive vectors and cells; Sj-mmetry elernents.
Miller indices for planes and axes. Space groups and point groups, Bragg's la\\,, Construction of
reciprocal lattice, reciprocal lattice vectors, Brillion zones, Recipr.ocal lattice of SC, BCC and FCC,
StrLrctrrre and arontic factors

Unit

-

ll

Lattice Dynainics and Therual Propefiies

Vibrations ofolle djmensional monoatomic and diatomic lattices. Quantizatior oi]altice ribationsPhonon momentum, Qualitative description of phonons in tluee dimensional latticc, phonon densitl
of states, Einstein and Debye models of lattice specific heat, Anharrnonic elfects in cr.ystals:
thermal expansion of solids, Equation of states ol solids, Phonon-phonon interaction and thermal
conductivib"

Unit III

Electronic Energl, Bands

A brief review ofpropertjes oflrec electron gas, Hall effect and qLtantised I.lall eflbct,'lhe per.iodic
polentials, Bloch theorem and Born-von Kramer boundarl, conditions, General remarks about
Bloch theorem, Fenni sudace, ElectLot densitl, of states, Kronirg-Prnn;, rnoclel, E,.lu3tiorl fol.
electron wave in a periodic potential: soluiion of central equation" approximate solution near zone
bourrdary. Construction of Femri surtbces, The tight binding approximation for bond structure,
Effective rnass in sclids

Unit IV

Elements ofSemiconductor Physics

Examples ol semiconductors. Typical band stttcture of a semiconductor, Nuntber of carriers in
thermal equilibrium, Intrinsic (non-degenerate) semiconductors, Extrinsic semiconductors, Efl'ect

of doping, Impurity

levels, Population of irnpurity levels. Fields and carrier densities in
equiliblium, p-njunctions, Elementary picture ofrectification by p-njunction.
BOOKS RECOMMENDED

l.
2.
3.
l.
5.
6.

Introdlrction to solid state physics: Kittel
Solid State Physics: Ashcroffand Mermin
An introduction to x-ray crystailogtaphy: woolfsol
Solid slatc Phlsic>: Azarofl'
Intermediate qLrantuil theor,v of mystalline solids: Aniamalu
Solid state Physics: Epifanov

w
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- 20,1 l{U[IEti.iCA.L CONIPUTATIONAL

IVIETHODS

Nfax. ivlarks; 40 (internal) + 60 (Liniversity Examination)
Pass Marks: I4 (intcmal) + 21 (Llniversity Examination)

Course outcomes:

After learning this paper shtdent will be

b
)
b
D
)

Able to define what is numerical solution?
Able to obtaifi ru.Lmerical solfiion of single or a set of linear equations.
Able to calculate the antount of eruors involyed in nunrcrical calculations.
Able to obtain numerical solutions of integrals and dffirential equations.
Familiar with least square fit and integrations.

In this

paper, derivation

of formula, algorithm for tvriting program and application

algorithnr to find numerical solution rvill t,e tatrght.
Unit

-I

Nuurerical Solutions of none linear and set of linear equations.

Concept of ttumerical solulion, Numerical solutions of Transcerdental equations: lterative method,

Bisection nrethod, False Position and Newton Raplrson :netJrod; Numerical solutions of
simultaneous lineal equations: Gauss Elirninaiio;t and Gauss Seidel ireihod.

Unit

-

11

Least Square Fits and Error Analysis

Concept of best fit. criteria of best t-rt and least square fit. Linear regr.ession (Least Square fit) based
on one variable, Linear regression basecl on two variable Non-linear regression: Polynornial fit,

exponential function fit, Error analysis: Basic concepts
reference to numelical methods

Uril lll

of errors and their types rvith special

Interpolatiorr.Nurneriial lntegiarion

Introduction to interpo)ation, equally spaced argunent data and LrneqLtally spaced argulnent data;
Forward. Back'uvarci and Central diiference operatols and theil syrnboiic relation with shift opemtor.
forr.vard ditference table, Nelvton's forward and backrvard interpolation. Causs central difference
interpolation lbmrula, Lagrange interpolation fonrula. Numerical so[(ion of integrals: Trapezoidal
lormrrla and Sirnpson

Unit IV

I 3 rule

Numerical Solution ofDiflerential Equations

Solution of ordinary differential equation: Picar.d's rnethod, Eulers method, and Runga-Kuta
rnethods (second and Fourth order). Solution of second order difl-erential equation. Nunerical
solution of Schrodinger equation.

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

l.
2.
3.
5.

Numerical Computational methods bv Patil and Verrra
Nurnerical Anall,sis: Rajararnan
Courputer programrning by S.S. Sastri
N

urnerical ntethods: Ba lagu rusrvr

rrr i
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v4)
III

SEMESTER (July -December 2020)

Note: Each course shall be of 100 Marks out of r.vhich 40 marks are allotted to internal
assessment and 60 marks for University examination.

Credits

pr

- 301 eUANTUM MECI,tANrcs ANo lppnoxtMerroNs

Unit - I
Unit- II
Unit - lll
Unit - IV

Maximum marl(s
lntelnal

Uni. Exam.

40

60

40

60

40

60

Approximation nrethods tbr bound states - II
Approximation methods for time dependent problens
Identical Pa(icles
scattedng theory

PT 302 ATOMIC PHYSICS

AND VIOLECULAR

SPECTROSCOPY

Unit I

Atomic Physics

Unit - II
Rotational Spectra
Unit - III
Vibrational and Vibronic Spcctra
Unit - IV
Fluorcsgence Spech.oscopy
PT _ 303 CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS
UNIT I Point Defects and r\llols
UNIT - fI
Dielectric and l:erroelectrics
LNIT- Ill Magnetic Prope!1ies ol'solids

UNIT - lV Supercolductivity I
P]'- 304 MICROWAVE AND OpTICAL COIvtMLil[CATION
Unit - I
Microwave Generators and Solid State Devices
Unit - II
Miclowave Propagation and Components
Unit - UI
Microwav€ Integrated Circuits
Unit - IV
Optical Fibers
PI' 305 MA ER]ALS SCIENC. - I

10

60

40

60

PT _

:t0

60

3

40
40

60

3

40

60

40

60

t
- II
- llf
- IV
-

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

Classification of lr.faterials
Phase Transitions
Dift'usion in Materials and lvlicroscop;.
Eiastic and inelastio Beha!ior

306 ASSEMBLY LANCUAGE AND JAVA PROGRAMMING
Unit- I Introduction to Conputer S,vstems Organization, Machine

Unit

representation of numbers and characters

II

Concept

of

Assenbly l-anguage, mnemonics

and

programming
Introduction to JAVA progranming
JAVA programming lbr.nufierical computational methods
General lab/ Projoct
Electronics Laborator)

Unit III
- IV
PP - 307
PL - 308
PL - 309 Material Science Laboratory
PL, - 310 Computer Sciencc Laboratory
Unit

I

PS -

3l

PA PV -

312
3ll

Seninar based on e\p"ril,l".,rtv tl,"t
^,
Assignment *

I

l0u

l

Comprehensire vira-ruce

100

4

i00

Total

Note: out of PT-i04 to pr-306 only o.e paper

2,t

9U0

is to be opted and cor.responding lab out

or pl-3og-plilo.

+Based on 8- 10
days study toltr.

w

60

W
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M. Sc. physics CBCS Sy abus Session (July 2019_ June 202_I) (Onty for SOS)

;'-.

PT _

3OI

b>
\_,_
QUANTUM MECHANICS AND APPROXIMATIONS
l\,1ax. Marks: 40 (iuternal) + 60 (University Examination)
Pass Nlarks: 14 (intemal) + 21 (University lrxamination)

Course outcomes:
After learning this paper student will be

D

)
)

D
Unit-

I

Able to apply approximation methods to find quantum ntechanical sohttion.
Familiar u'ith the problens rerated to ide_nticar particres in energt colct ations
Faniliar with theory of scottering
Able to apply relativistic quanlum ntechanics to solve problems.
Approximation methods

Formulation offirst order time independent perturbation theory for degenerate levels, Application
to First order stark effect in hydrogen like atoms, Fine structure splitting of atomic energy levels,
Zeeman effect with and without electron spin.

Time dependent perturbation theory, first order transition probability, constant perturbation.
harnronic perturbation, Fermi Golden Rules, Atorn in a radiation field, Einsteinls A ad b

coefficients, Plane electromagnetic rvaves. Electric dipole transitions, selection rules.

Unit - II Identical Particles
Indistinguishabelity, Exchange degeneracy, symmetric and antisymmetric wlave functions for
many parlicle systems, Spin and statistics, computation of interaction energy for two-pafticle
systems, Fxchange interaction, Application to ground state of a helium-like atoni, Structu.. of *u""
firnction lor excited states ofa helium-like atom, Pauli exclusion principle (quaiitative), Collisions
of identical particles Allowed states of2-panicle systems.

Unit - III Scattering theory
Scattering cross section, Laboratory and center-of-mass coordinate systenrs, Transformation of
variables frorn one system to another, Asymptotic behaviour, scatterin; by spherically synrmetric
potentials, Partial waves and phase shifts, Partial wave expansion ofdifiirentiat cross
section. Total
cross section- Ramsauer - Townsend effect Scattering by a perfectly rigid sphere, scattering
,1, a
square potential well, Green's functions in scattering theory, Born ippioximation, epplicattn
to
scattering by (i) a square potentiar wer (ii) yukawa potentiar, Hypergeometric' functions.
Scattering in a coulo,ib field (separation in parabolic coordinates), Rutherford fonnula.

Unit - IV Elements of relativistic quantum mechanics
Klein - Gordon equation, Free particle solutions, Dirac equation for a free particle, Free particle
solution, Negative energy, Hole theory, Reduction of Dirai equation into covariant form, Gu.ru
matrices and their algebra, Existence of spin, Electromagnetic potentials in Dirac equation,
Existence of magnetic moment.

Books Recommended:
1.

2.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Quantum \4echanics: L.l. Schiff
Quanrum Mechanics: J.L. Powell and Crasmann
Irtroduction to Quantum Mechanics: pauiing and Wilson
Quantum Mechanics and Field Theon: B. K Asrawal
Quantum Mechanics: A.K Ghatak and S. Lokn"athan
The Principles ofQuantum Mechanics: Dirac.
Practical Quantum Mechanics: FIugge.
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M. Sc. Physics CBCS Syllabus Session ( Jul! 20jg_ June 202j) (Only for SOS)
PT _

( 2(,:
\_l

302 ATOMIC PHYSICS AND MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
N4ax. Marks: 40 (iuternal) + 60 (University Examiual.ion)
Pass

Course outcomes:
A"fter learning this paper student

will

Marks: 14 (internal) + 2I (Llniversity Exarnination)

be

) Able to drat' energ,, levels for atoms.
I Faniliar u,ith variolts types of electron coupling in aroms
Y Fanilior with interaction of electromagnetic ricliation vith ruutter.
) Able to differentiote bety,een rotational, vibrational and ro-vib spectra.
Unit

-I

Atornic Physics I

Quantum states of one electron- atom, atomic orbitals, Hydrogen spectrum, spectra ol alkali
elements, spin orbit (l-s) interaction and fine structure of arkalispectra, normal
and anomalous
Zeeman effect, Paschen back effect, Stark effect; two erectron system, equivarent
and non
equivalent electrons. Pauli's excrusion principle, interaction energy, L-S
Hyperfi ne structu.e, line broadening mechanisms.
Llnit

-

II

ind J-J coupling,

Aiomic Physics II

Ionization of matter by charge pallicles, interaction of electrorragnetic radiation \vith
matter,
slopping por.ver,and range, photo electric effect, Compton effect and pair production,
radiation
detection, gas filled counters, solid state counters, siintilration counier, photomurtiprier
tube,
Cerenkovdetector,nuclearemulsions,Betatron,electIonSynchIotronandprotonsvnchrotron.
Unit

lll

Rotational Spectra

Type of molecules: Linear, non-linear, symmetric top, asymmetric top, spherical top;
rotational
spectra of diatomic molecules as a rigid rotator, energy levei diagram and splctra, rotationar
spectra
of non rigid rotator, energy lever diagram and spectii, intensity"of rotational iines, apprications

oi

rotational spectra and pure rotational Raman speitra.
Unit

-

IV Vibrational and Vibrational-rotational Spectra

vibrational energy of diatomic molecules, diatomic molecure as a simple osciirator, its
energy level
diagram and^ spectrum, Morse potentiar energy curve, morecures as vibrating ,otuto., .riib.utio,
spectrum of diatomic molecuref, p-QR branches, infrared spectrometry, vibrationar
Raman
spectroscopy, structure determination from Raman and IR spectroicopy.

BOOKS RECOMMENDED
1.

?.
3.

Introducttion to Atomic Physics: H.E.White
Fundamentals of Molecular spectroscopy: C.N.Banwell and E.M.McCash
Spectra of diatomic molecules: Herzberg

Vol.l&ll:

4.

Spectroscopy

5.

Nuclear Physics: Kaplan

Walker and Straughen
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M. Sc. Physics CBCS Syllabus Session (Jul! 2019- Jutte 202j) l0nty fot
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303

course

CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS

- II

N,lax. Vlarks: 40 (intemal) + 60 (Unive,.sity Exanrination)
ass Marks: 14 (internal) + 21 (Lini'ersit)' lixamination)

outcomes:

After leorning this paper student v,ill be

) Familiar with point defects in alloys.
Y Familiar with nxo-gnelic properties ofsolids.
) Able to realize supercondtrctiyinl in salids.
Unit

I

Point Defects and AIlovs

Lattice vacancies, Interstials and their therrnodynamical calculations, Features of point defects,
Color centres, Formation ofallol,s, Order-disorder transformation, Elementary theory oforder
Unit

-

ll

Dielectric and Ferroelectric

static polarization: various types of polarization, Local fields, Clausius-Mossotti relation, Time
dependent polarization and dielectric relaliol. Lyddane-Sachs-Telier relation, Fe;1oelectric
crystals, classification of lenoelectric crystals. polarization catastrophe, First and second order
phase transitions, Idea of antiferroelectricity, Piezo-electricity and ferroelectricity

Unit

- IU

Magnetic Properties of Solids

Quantum theory

of

paramagnetism and ferromagnetism, exchange integral and Heissenberg
interaction, Magnon and magnon dispersion relation, Antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic orders,
Anisotropy energy, BIoch Walls, Idea offerrites
Unit

-

IV

Superconductivity

concept of superconducting state, Thennodynarnical properties of supercondLrctors, London,s
equation and penetration depths, Magnetic propelties and critical magnetic fields, Meissner effect,
Flux quantization, Coherence length, Ginzburg-Landau theory, elements of BCS theory of
superconductivity, Isotpe effect, DC and AC Josephson effects, Josepl.son tunneling, a qualitative
description of high Tc supercon-ductivity in cerarnic oxides.

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduction to solid state physics: Kittel
Solid state Physics: Ashcroft and Marmin
Solid State Physics: Epifanov
[ntroduction to superconductivity: Kuper
Intermediate quantum theory ofcrystalline solids: Animalu

Solid state Physics: Zimam

y,.ffi,t!*
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X{. Sc. Physics CBCS Syllabus Sessioa (July 2019- June 2r?1) (Only for

SOS) /-,.

AL
PT _

304

MICROWA!ts AND OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
N,Iax. Marks: 40 (internal) + 60 (tjniveISity Examination)
Pass Marks: 14 (internal) + 21 (LJniversity Examination)

Course outcomes:
A,fter learning this paper sndent

will

be

Y Fontiliar u,ith microt4]ate generation and propagation.
D Fcrmiliar with dilferent ruodes of propagdtion.
I Able to learn about opticalfibers and integratecl electronics.
Unit I

Micror.vave Generators and Solid State Devices

Tmnsit time effect at high frequency, failure of triodes/diodes at high frequency, concept of
velocity modulation and current modulation, Klystron, Operation and characteristic, Reflex
Klystron, Magnetron, Principle of operation and microwave characteristics of Gunn diode and
Impatt diode
Unit

- ll

Microrvave Propagation and Components

WaVe propagation

and

ir

circular wave-guide, solution of rvave equaticn in cyiindrical coordinates, TE

TM modes in circular wave guides, TEM modes in circular wave guides, power transmission

and losses in circular wave guide, Cavity resonators, Wave-guide Tee,s (Magic Tee), S-paraneters

Unit-

ltl

Optical Fibres

Basic optical laws and definitions, optical fibre modes and configuration, Mode theory for circular
waveguides, Solution of wave equation for index fibres, Power flow in step index fibres, Graded
index fibres, Modes in graded index fibres

Unit lV

lnlegrared optics

Idea ofmodes in asymmetric planer wave guide, Strip waveguide, phase modulators,Mach-Zehnder

interferometer modulator, optical directional couplers, plN diode .photodetectors, Avalanche
photodiode detectors, Idea ofoptical fibre communication system

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Microwave devices and circuits: Lio.

Microwave:Atwarter.
M icror,r ave Engineering: Rizzi.

Optical fibre communication: Kaiser.
Optical electronics: Ghatak.
An introduction to optical fibres : Cherian.
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PT_305

MATERIALS SCIENCE - I
NIax. Marks: 40 (intcrnal) + 60 (l.Jniversity Examination)
Pass

Marks: 14 (internal) + 21 (University F,xamiuation)

Course outcomes:
AJter learning this paper student

)
)
Y
Y

will

be

Able to cla.ssify ntaterials in different categories
Able to realize the concept ofphase transition in materials.
Familiar with the lm,s of diffusion in materials
Familiar with the elostic and inelastic properties of materials..

Unit - I Classification of Materials
Types of materials: Crystalline, Polycrystalline, Amorphous (lntroduction and their strllcture),
Elementary idea ol polyrners (structure and properties) methods of polymerization, Glasses:
Structlrre and properties, Type ofGlasses, Fracture in glasses, Composite Materials: Introduction,
their types and properties, Different types ofbonding, Medalung energy for ionic crystal.
Unit - II Phase Transitions
Thennodynarnics of phase translormation, Free-energy calculation, I and II order transformation.
Hume-Roihe.,!, rule, soiid solritio:-r and iypes oi solid solutions, Phase ruie, One-, Trvo- component
systems, Eutectic and peritectic phase diagrams, Lever rule, Phase diagrarns of Mg-Al, Fe-C
Kinetics of translormation, Homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, Gro\vth kinetics.

Unit - III Diffusion in Materials and Microscopy
Mechanism of diflirsion, Energy of formation and motion, long distance motion, Rate theory of
difftrsion, Einstein relation (relation between diffusivity and mobili[), Fick's laws of diffusion and
solution of I.ick's second law, Kirkendal effect, Diffusion of vacancies in ionic crystals,
Experimentai determination of Diff'usion coeffi cient.

Lnit - lV Elastic and inelastic Behaviour
Atomic models for elastic beha.ricur. Elastic deformation in single crystals, Elastic anisotropy,
Elastic constant and elastic moduli (Cubic system, isotropic body), Rubber like elasticity, inelastic
behaviour, Thermo-elastic effect and relaxation process, Idea of viscoelastic behaviour (SpringDashpot model), Determination ofelastic constant ofcubic crystals by ultrasonic wave propagation

BOOKS RECOMMENDED
1. Materials and Engineering. Raghavan
2. Introduction to Solids Wert and Thomson
3. Introduction to solids. L.V. Azaroff
4. Diffusion kinetics for atoms in crystals: Manning
5. Elements of Solid State Physics - AIiOrnar.
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ASSEMBLY LANG UAGE AND JAVA PROCRAMMING

i\h\.
Pass

\4,trks: J0 (i Lcrnrll 60 {llni\ef(il) f.\tmirtrLionJ
Marks: l4 (internal) + 21 (Universit), Examination)

Course outcomes:
After learning this paper student will be

b
)
I
D
Unit

Able to understand elementary devices used in contptier.
Able to differentiate between low level language and high level languages used in
conlputer
Able to write program in assembly language.
Able to write programme in JAVA to solt e various physics problents.

-I

Introduction to Computer Systems Organization, Machine representation
numbers and characters

of

Components of a Computer System lProcessor. Memory. Input/Ourput), The Von Neuman Model,
The system bus Model, Levels of abstraction, Introduction to number systems- Number systems
conversion, Representation of binary numbers, Binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra. Truth tables,
Canonical forms and switching equations, Sirnplifi cation approaches.
Examples: decoders, encoder, multiplexers, adders, etc., Memory devices (Flip-flops, registers etc.)
S;vnchronous Seouential Circuits, Design of Random Access Memorl,; R-OM, pROM and EpROM

Unit

- II

Concept of Assembly Language, mnemonics and programming

Concept of machine language, Assembly language and assembler, Instruction set of 8085. Opcodes, Mnemonics, lnstruction and data format, Addressing rnodes, Instrlrction set: data tmnsfer
group, arithrnetic group, logical group, branch group and stack, I/O and ntachine control group.
Programs based on above statements, addition and multiplication of eight bit numbers and sixteen
bit nurnbers.

Unit

- III

Introduction to J,AVA programming

Hov.,tc begin r.r,ith Java, standard syntax, case sensitivity, output and inl:)ui statemenis, defining
class, declaring variables, keywords, method, control statements : i1, if-else-if, for loop; iteration
statenents: while, do-while, scope and life time ofvariable, operators, ; break, continuous and
retum statements, inhoduction to constructors,

Unit

- IV JAVA programming

for numerical computational methorls

Solutions of transcendental equations: Bisecsion method and NeMon,s Raphson Method.
Solutions of a set of linear equations: Gauss elimination method.
Forward and backward interpolation methods: NeMons and Gauss central metl.lods.
Numerical integrations: Trapezidal formula, Simpson's rule and Monte Carlo method.
Solution of differential equations: Runge-Kutta method
BOOKS RECOIMIVENDED

1.
2
3.
4.
5.

Microprocessor programming kit manual
lntroduction to Microprocessor by Mathur
Numerical computational method by Patil and Verma
Java-the complete reference by Herbert Schildt
Intel 8080/8085 assembly language programming manual

(a'

i\{. Sc. Physics CBCS Syllabus Session (Juty 2019- June 2021) (Or.ly for SOS)

IV SEMESTER (January - June 2021)
Note: Each course shall be ol 100 Marks out of rvhich 40 rnarks arc allotted to internal
assessment and 60 marks for University exalnination.
Credits
PT _

401

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Unit -ll
Unit -lll
Unit - IV

Unit-

STATISTICAL MECHANICS

Fluctuations
INSTRUMENTATION

PT

- 404
-I

Unit

Unit II
Unit

- Ill

UnitPT _

IV

40

60

40

60

40

OU

40
40

(r0

Biomedical Instrumentation
Elements of high-resolution spectroscopy
INTEGRATED ELECTRONiCS
Materials for Integrated Circuits
Integrated circuit fabrication technology
GroMh of ]'hin Films
Diffusion and ion implantation

405 MATERIALS SCIENCE II

Unit I
Unit - ll
Unit-

60

Measurement ofTemperature
X-Ray Spectroscopy and Clystal Gro$th Techniques

Unit II

- III
- IV

40

Microcanonical Ensemble
Canonical Ensemble
Grand Canonical Ensemble

Unit

Unit
Unit

60

Nuclear Models
Nuclear Decay
Nuclear Reactions

V

- III
- lV
PT _ 403
Unit - I

.10

T,'vo body Problems

PT 402
Unit i
Unit Ii
Unit

Nlitximulr1 nlarks
Internal
Uni. Exam

Dislocation and Plastic Deformation ofMaterials
Transport Prop€rties of Solids
Degradation ofmaterials, electronic plopefties in

III

magnetic field

- IV

Many Electron Problem in Solids
PT 406 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS tN PHYSICS
Raster and random scan gtaphics
Unit I
Unit U Computer Graphics in 2-D and 2-D transtbrmations
Computer Graphics in 3-D and 3-D transformations
Unit - III
Simulation Programmes r.vith graphics display
Unit - IV
PL - 407 Ccncral lab/proicot
PL 408 Electronics Laboratory
PL - 409 Material Science Laboratory
PL- 410 Computer Science Laboratory
Ssrrinar based on experiments/ theor)'
PS - 41 I
PA - 412 Assignmenl*
PV - 413 Comprehensive viva-voce
Unit

6
6

Totai

Note:

Out

of

I

t00

I
4

10r_)

60

100

900

24

PT-404 to PT-406 onll one paper is to be opted and corresponding lab out ofPL408-PL4I0.

+Report based on industrial visit.
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i!{. Sc. Physics CBCS Syllabus Scssiol (Juh 2A19- June 2021) (Only tor SOS)
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PT_401

NUCLEAR PHYSICS
N.Iax. Marks: 40 (intemal) + 60 (University
Pass

course

outcomes:

A"fter learning this paper sttdent

will

ivlarks: 14 (internal) +

lixarnination)

2i (lJnive'sity Examination)

be

I
D

Familiar with tu o body problems with examples f.ont nuclear physics.
Familiar with dffirent rutclear models and their applications.
D familiar with rutclear reactions.
Unit

-l

Two body Problenrs

Binding energies and the Saturation of nuclear forces, Charge independence of nuclear force, The
ground state ofthe deuteron (central forces), Comparison with experimentai data on deuteron, Spin
dependence of nuclear force, Tensor force, Neutron-proton scattering at low energies (belorv

l0MeV), Cross-section, Laboratory and center ol' mass coordinate systems, Scattering length, Spin
dependence of nuclear force, Singlet and triplet potentials. Effect of chemical binding, Coherent
scattering ofneutrons by protons (scattering by ortho- and par.altydrogen), Proton-Proton scattering
at iow energies (elementary theory), Exchange forces (elernentary Yukawa theory).

Unit

-lI

Nuclear Models

Liquid drop rrodel, Semi empirical mass lormLrla, Isobaric mass parabolae, Nuclear fission, The
mass and energy distributions of the fission products, The energy release in fission, Application of
liquid drop model to fission, Magic numbers, Single particle trodel of the nucleus, Spin-orbit
coupling, Application to prediction of spin and lnagnetic moments (Schrnidt values).

Ill Nuclear Decay
Beta particle spectra, The continuous spectrum, Neutrino hypothesis, Fermi theory of beta-decay
(non-relativistic), Kurie plots, Contparative half Iives, Allowed and forbidden transitions, Selection
rules, Symmetry laws and the non-conservation of pariiy in beta-decay, Gamma transitions,
Multipole moments (mathematical results of theory to be assumed), Selection rules, Internal
conversion (qualitative only)- Nuclear isoruerism
Unit -

Unit - IV Nuclear Reactions
Conseryation laws for nuclear reactions, Q-value, The compound nucleus, Independence
hypothesis, Resonances, Single level BreitWigner formula, Direct reaction (introductory ideas
about stripping and pick-up reactions ),

Books Recommended:

t.
2.

Nuclear physics: Kaplan
Nuclear physics:

3.

ir-uclear physics:

4.

Nuclear physics:

i;.
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ST,dTISTICAL I\,IECHANICS
lv1ax. Marks: 40 (intcrnal) + 60 (UnivcISity E\amination)
Pass l\4arks: i4 (internal) + 21 (University Examination)

Course outcomes:
A,fter learning this poper student

D

will

Familiar with micro-canonical,

be
cctnonical and grantl canonical ensentbles.

ts Fontiliar ytith the application ofabove concept
Y Jbmiliar with the Jluctuations in ensembles.

I

Unit-

concept

io sohte problents.

Microcanonical Ensemble

of

phase spaces, Liouville's theorem, concept of Gibb's ensembles: microcanonical
ensemble. canonical and grand canonical ensembles, Thermodynamicai potential functions and
their relations, Partition function of micro-canonical ensembles and its application to (a) classical
ideal gas (b) Gibb's paradox, Sackur Tetrode equation.

Unit

ll

-

Canonical Ensemble

Canonical ensemble, Marwe!l Boltzmann distribution, Maxrvell's distribution cf .reiocities ancl
speeds, Boltzrnann energy equipartition theorern, Rotational and vibrational partition function,
Their application to diatomic molecules.
Unit

- IIt

Grand Canonical Ensemble

Grand canonical partition function, Derivation of Bose Einstein statistics, weak and strong
degeneracy, Applications of Bose Einstein statistics to Bose Einstein condensation and phase
transition, Thermodynamical properties of an ideal Bose Einstein gas, Liquid helium and its
properties, Two fluici model lor Iiquid heiium

.

Grand canonical paftition function and derivatives ofFermi Dirac statistics (FD), FD degeneracy of
electron gas in metals, the ratio of the electronic contribution of the thermal conductivity (rc) to
the electrical conductivity (o) ofa rnetal (Weidemann-Franz law).

Unit

-

IV

Fhlctuations

Elementary discussion of fluctuations, Fluctuations in ensembles: (Microcanonical, canonical,
grand canonical), one-dimensional random walk problem, Brownian motion, Eiectrical noise:
(Nyqu ist lheorem.l.

BOOKS

l.

2.
3.

RECO\IMENDED

I

IA

Smtistical Mechanics: ESR Copat

Slatislical Mechanics:
Statistical Mechanics:

vI
Huang--+i-------1y'Nr@
_-=Mendle
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NI. S.. Physics CBCS Syllabus Session (Jut),2019- June 202,f) (Only for

SOS) L:

PT_403 INSTRUMENTATION
Vtr.
course

Varks: 4o i internll) 60(Uni,ersitl h\antiolion)

ass lVlarks: 14

outcomes:

(internal) +

2l (uni'ersitv Examination)

After learning this paper student will be

)
I
)
Y

Fantiliar with dffirent devices used in tenlperdtlLre measure ent.
Familiar with the nrcthods of crystal growth and characterization
familiar with the instrunents used in biomedical.
familiar with the high resolution spectroscopy.

Unit I

Measurement ofTempe.ature

Ternperature scales, mechanical tempemture sensors, Iiquid filled sensors, platinsm resistance
thermometer, principle and construction of resistance thermometer circuits, thermistors and its
measuring circuits, thermocouple and its circuits, solid. state sensors, temperature measurement by
radiation methods, optical pyrometers

Unit II

X-Ray Spectroscopy and Crystal Growth Techniques

X-ray spectrum, X-ray genemting equipment, monochromators, powder and single cq/stal
diffractorneter. x-my absorotion meter, basic properties and uses of ESCA, eleciron piobe
microanalyser.
Theories of crystal growth, GroMh

annealing and quenching, Thin

of Single crystals from melt, czocharlski method, concept of
deposition, vacuum evaporation and chemicar vapour

film

deposition

Unit

- III

Biomedical Instrumentation

Electrocardiography, ECG amplifiers, electrodes and leads, ECG recorder principles, types of ECG
recorders, measurement of blood flow, magnetic blood flolv recorder, ultrasonic blooi florv meter,
principles ofultrasonic measurement, basic modes of transmission, ultrasonic imaging.
Unit

- Mlements

of high-resolution spectroscopy

Principles of Mossbauer spectroscopy, applications of Mossbauer spectroscopy: chemicar shifg
quadrupole effects, effect of magnetic field; spin resonance spectioscopy: niture of spinning
particles, interaction behveen spin and magnetic field, Larmor preiession; iniroduction to magneti;
resonance spectroscopy and its applications.

Qualitative description of AFM, SEM and TEM.

BOOKS RECOMMENDTD:

l.
2.
i.

Instrumentation devices and systems: C.S.Rangan et
Handbook of X-rav:

Kelbel

Biomedical lnslrumentarion: L.Crornwell et

-22-
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_404

SOS)

INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS
lvlax. lv'Ialks:40 (inlernal) + 60 (tJnivefsity Examination)
Pass Marks: 1,1 (internal) + 2i (Universit),Examinatio!)

Course outcomes:
A,fter learning this paper student

will

be

) Able to identify materials for integrate.l circuits.
D Fatniliar with the technolog,, used in Integratecl circtrit;fabrication.
) familior v,ith the instuments and merhodi used in prep,aring thinrtlnrs.
) familiar with the fabrication technology related to thi electionic devices.
Unit

-

I

Materials for Integrated Circuits

Electronic grade Silicon, Purification of metalrurgical grade Siricon, Froat zone crystar growing
method, czochralski method, Silicon lapping and polishing ancr wafer prepuratior, vapJr phasE
epitaxy, Liquid phase epitaxy, Oxidation: thermal, dry and wit, plasrna oxidaiion.
Unit -

Il

Integrated circuit fabrication technology

optical lithography, photo mask, photo resist and process of lithoa.aohv. idea olelectron beam and
X-ray lithography, Fabrication of monorithic diodes, rabrication-or iniegrated transistors, Idea oi
buried Iayer, fabrication, Monolithic circuit layout design rules, isolationlnetfroa, fraonotitiric
fii,
MOS FET processing, advantages and limitations of MOS devices.
Unit -

III

Growth of Thin Films

Evaporation theory,. physical vapour deposition nethod, design construction
of high vacuum
coating unit, flash electron beam evaporation system, idea of D- sputtering system,
id"ea of thick
film circuits.
Unit -

lV

Diffusion and lon hnplantation

Doping by diffusion, Idea of diffirsion profire, Error functicn and Gaussian piofiJe
methods, Ion

implantation, advantages and disadvantages of ion imprantation, Neutron doping,
Basic ,onoiithi"
integrated circuit, Fabrication of integrated and thin hlm resisior and
tnei, equrrateni
circuits, Integrated inductor.
"upuiitoii,

Books Recommended:

1.
2.

Fundamentals ofElectronics: Millman and Halkias
FundamentalsofElectronics.Botkar
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course

ivlax. ivlarks: 40 (internal) + 60 (University Examination)
ass N'Jarks; 14 (internal) + 2l (universil)' Examination)

outcomes:

After learning this paper student

vill

be

D well acquaintance ytith dislocations in laterial.t and plctstic deformation.
D able to obtain restlts related to the transport properties ofsolids.
) familiar vith the electronic properties of materials in magnetic f eld
.

D familiar with
Unit

-

I

the nruny electrons problem related to solids.

Dislocation and Plastic Detbrmation of Materials

concept of dislocation, Dislocation of Movement, Stress field and strain energy of a dislocation,
Foices on dislocation and between dislocations, Homogeneous nucleation of dislocations, Typical
tensile stress-strain curve, Strength of a material, Work hardening by impurity atotrs, yield drops,
Shear shength of perfect and real solids, Creeps and their mechanism, Toughness, Fatigue,
Methods ofobserving dislocations (their introduction, merits and demerits).
Unit

-

II

Transport Properties of Solids

Electrical conductivity of metals and alloys, Extrinsic, intrinsic semiconductors and amorphous
semiconductors, Scattering of electrons by phonons, impurity, etc, Relaxation tiffre, Carrier
mobility and its temperature dependence, Mathiesson's rule for resistivity, temperature dependence
of metallic resistivity.

Unit-

III

Degradation ofmaterials, electronic properties in magnetic field

Mechanism of oxidation, oxidation-resistant materials, Corosion and protection against it,
Classical theory of magneto-conductivity, Cyclotron resonance, k-space analysis of motion in
unifonn magnetic field, de Hass von .a.lphon effect, Ultrasonic attenuation and skin effect.

UnitIV

Many Electron Problem in Solids

Interacting electron gasl concept of many electron system, Thomas-Fremi rheory. Hartree and
Hartree-Fock approximation, Conelation energy, Lindhardt theory, and Thomas-Fermi theory of
screening, Plasma oscillations in free electron gas, Dielectric function of an electron gas in random
phase approximation, strongly interacting Fermi system, Idea of Landau's quasiparticle theory of
Fermi liquid, Interaction ofelectron with acoustic and optical phonon, polarons,

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

t.
2.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Introduction to Dislocations: Hull
Material Science and Engineering: Raghwan
Solid Slate Physics: Ashcrofr and Mormin
Introduction lo Solid Slare Physics - Kiflel
Introduction to Superconductivity - Roseinnes and Rhodrick
Quantum theorl o I Solids -K irtel
Theoretical Solid State Physic - Huang.
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PHYSICS I

'lr;:; Mil:,

il H::lXll I !l lll:1ff

i:l ExXllffil[:]

Course outcomes:

After learning this poper student will be

P
Y

and random scan graphics.
Able to tietv 2-D graphics ofipln from dffirent angles.
familiar with the 3-D graphics.

vell acEraintance \t'ith raster

Y
I Able to write program Io implenlent different coruputational
Raster and random scan graphics
Unit - I

techniclue.

Types of graphic devices, difference between random and raster scan $aphics; display
technology- cathode ray displays, flat screen displays, raster coordinate system, display of
line on raster/random scan, display o1'natural modes, Cell encoding, Frame buffers, Raster
addressing, Line and character display,
Unit

- ll

Computer Graphics in 2-D and 2-D Transfotmation

DDA Line drawing Algorithms, Bresenham's line drawing algorithms, Bresenham's circle
drarving algorithm, Transformation of points, Lines and objects, Homogeneous coordinate
systems and translormation matrices for varioLrs operations, Sequential transformations,
Viewpoi't pianrring, Windorv clipping, Wirrdorv io Viewport mapping, Physicai device
coordinates, Zooming

Unit -

III

Computer GI'aphics in 3-D and 3-D Transformation

3-D transformations: Translational, Rotational and Scaling; Ctipping in three-dimension,
3-D viewing transformation, 3-D drawing: direct projection, quadratic surfaces, removing
hidden surfaces, drawing a cube and a sphere

Unit

- IV

Simulation Programms with graphics display

Knowledge about inputs, formula to be used and outputs related to following problems for
writing computer programs: Results may be displayed in the form of table or plots:
(l) Curve fitting over a set ofdata- (Least square fiV Spline function/, Bezier curves)
(2) Charging ofcapacitor through resister.
(3) Discharging ofcapacitorthrough resister.
(4) Showing resonance in LC circuit.
(5) Application oftrapezoidal formula and Simpson's l/3 rule.
(6) Generating various shape wave functions using the concept ofFourier series.
(7) Obtaining approximate numerical solution to a simultaneous set of linear equations
using Gauss elimination method.
(8) Obtaining approximate numerical solution to a simultaneous set of linear equations
using Gauss Seidel method.
(9) Nurnerical solution of Schrodinger equation for different potential:
i. Potential rvell problem in one-dimension,
ii. Interaction betrveen trvo charged particles (simple hannonic oscillator)
BOOKS RECOMMENDED
L Computer graphics by S.Harrington
2. Computer graphics by D.Hearn and P.M.Baker
3. Procedural elements for computer graphics by D.F.Rogers
4. Nurrerical Computatioual methods by Patil and Verma
5. Computer graphics by Newman
6. Computer graphics by Asthana and Sinha
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